RVT’s Pocket Guide to Dust
Control in Healthcare Environments
This guide has been written to help construction workers
interpret the Healthcare Building Note 00-09 (HBN 00-09)
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Introduction
Patients who are immunocompromised are at an
increased risk of infection by fungi, bacteria and viruses.
Fungal spores such as Aspergillus can be found in the
ground, walls, and ceiling of most buildings, which in
itself is not necessarily harmful, however when these
surfaces are disturbed during demolition, construction,
maintenance and refurbishment works, the concentration
of airborne contaminants significantly increases and
becomes an infection risk.
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Furthermore, building materials such as plasterboard,
cement and plaster very easily produce dust that
can become airborne and trigger lung diseases
such as Asthma. It is therefore essential to
implement
a
contamination-control
programme
which will capture, contain and control dust
particles, and eliminate the risk of infection.

It is important that an appropriate risk assessment is
conducted in advance of any building works and that
hazard control is factored in and budgeted for during
the planning and design stages. Since airborne fungal
spores can travel significant distances, suitable risk
assessments will need to be conducted for all works
in the immediate vicinity or within the boundary of the
healthcare facility.
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Conducting a Suitable
Risk Assessment

HBN 00-09 details four steps to conducting a suitable
Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) risk assessment
for construction activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the construction activity type
Identify the infection control risk group
Assess the risk class
Determine the risk control measures.

These four steps are explained over the next few pages.
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Step 1 :
Identify the construction activity type
			
			

Determine whether your activity is Type
A, B, C or D based on the criteria below:

Type A Inspection and non-invasive activities
This includes, but not limited to:
• Removal of ceiling tiles for visual inspection on
corridors and non-clinical areas
• Painting and minimum preparation in corridors and
non-clinical areas
• Electrical trim work (all plugs, switches, light fixtures,
smoke detectors, ventilation fans)
• Minor plumbing and activities that do not generate
dust or require cutting of walls or access to ceilings
other than for visual inspection.
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Type B Small scale, short duration activities that create
minimal dust.
This includes, but is not limited to:
• Removal of a limited number of ceiling tiles in low risk
clinical areas for inspection only
• Installation of telephone and computer cabling
• Access to chase spaces
• Cutting of walls or ceiling
where dust migration
can be controlled in
non-clinical areas.
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Type C Any work of long/short duration which generates
a moderate-to-high level of dust or requires minor
building works, demolition or removal of any fixed
building components or assemblies.
This includes, but is not limited to:
• Sanding of walls for painting or wall covering
• Removal of floor coverings, ceiling tiles, panelling,
and wall-mounted shelving and cabinets
• New wall construction
• Minor duct work or electrical work above ceilings
• Major cabling activities.
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Type D Major demolition and construction projects.
This includes, but is not limited to:
• Execute work by methods to minimise dust
from construction
• Immediately replace any ceiling tile displaced for
visual inspection.
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Step 2 :
Identify the infection control risk group
Using the table below, identify whether you are working in
a low, medium or high risk area.
Group 1
Low Risk

Group 2
Medium Risk

Group 3
High Risk

Office areas/
corridors

A&E clinical rooms

Day surgery rooms

Plant rooms/
service ducts

Radiology/ magnetic
resonance imaging

All intensive care
units

Primary care/
community treatment
rooms

General surgery
recovery units

All high dependency
units

Wards

All operating suites

Nuclear medicine

Dialysis & transplant
units

Admissions/
discharge units

Sterile services
departments

Echocardiography

Cardiology

Other departmental
clinical areas

Cardiac
catheteristion suite

Out-patient
department

Pharmacy clean
rooms

Pharmacy (general)

Oncology

Laboratories

Bone marrow
transplant units

Endoscopy Clinics
Examination Rooms
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Step 3 :
Assess the risk class
Cross reference the ‘Type’ of activity with the ‘Risk
Group’, in order to determine the ‘Risk Class’.

Risk Group
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Type

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

A

Class 1

Class 1

Class 2

B

Class 2

Class 2

Class 3

C

Class 2

Class 3

Class 3

D

Class 3

Class 3

Class 4
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Step 4 :
Determine the risk control measures
Now that you know what the risk class is, you need to
select the appropriate risk control measures. The below
table has been taken directly from HBN 00-09 and is
designed to help determine the most appropriate risk
control measures for your project.

Class 1
• Execute work by methods to minimise dust
from construction
• Immediately replace any ceiling tile displaced for
visual inspection
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Class 2
• Where appropriate, isolate HVAC (heating, ventilating, 		
and air conditioning) system in areas where work is 		
being performed
• Provide active means to prevent airborne dust from
dispersing into atmosphere if practicable, i.e. dust 		
bag* to machine
• Water-mist* work surfaces to control dust while cutting
• Avoid pooling of water which may be prolonged
• Seal unused doors with duct-tape
• Block off and seal air-vents
• Wipe work surfaces with detergent
• Contain construction waste before transport in tightly
covered containers
• Wet-mop and vacuum with filtered vacuum cleaner
before leaving work area
• Place dust-attracting mat at entrance and exit of work
area (tacky mat)
• Remove isolation of HVAC system.
* on-tool extraction and local dust extraction are now
recognised as more effective control methods
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Class 3
• Where appropriate, isolate HVAC system in area where work
is being done to prevent contamination of duct system
• Complete all critical barriers and implement dust control
methods before construction begins
• Maintain negative air pressure within work site.
Use HEPA (high efficiency particulate air)-equipped air
filtration unit if there is a risk that air will enter the building
• Do not remove barriers from work area until complete
project is clinically clean
• Vacuum with filtered vacuum cleaner during works
• Wet-mop area during works
• Remove barrier materials carefully to minimise
spreading of dust and debris associated with construction
• Contain construction waste before transport in tightly
covered containers
• Remove isolation of HVAC system in areas where work
has been done and appropriate checks performed.
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Class 4
• Isolate HVAC system in area where work is being done 		
to prevent contamination of duct system
• Complete all critical barriers and implement dust control
methods before construction begins
• Maintain negative air pressure within work site using
HEPA-equipped air filtration unit
• Seal holes, pipes, conduits and punctures appropriately
• Construct airlock and require all personnel to remove
dirty apparel and clean down before leaving the work 		
site. The use of cloth/paper disposable overalls/shoes, 		
etc., may be required
• Do not remove barriers from work area until completed
project is thoroughly cleaned (as before) and repeat 		
clinical clean after barrier removed
• Vacuum work area with filtered vacuum cleaner
• Wet-mop area with detergent during works
• Remove barrier materials carefully to minimise
spreading of dust and debris associated with construction
• Contain construction waste before transport in tightly
covered and sealed containers
• Remove isolation of HVAC system in areas where work
has been done and appropriate checks performed.
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Documenting your Risk Assessments
Steps 1 to 4 should be documented in a suitable risk
assessment format. Below is a very basic example.
Please liaise with the onsite IPC team to confirm
whether they have an alternative format.
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Additional Considerations
Appendix 3 of HBN 00-09 gives additional information
to help reduce specific infection problems during
construction. The following passage has been taken
directly from HBN 00-09:
Building dust control measures may not be sufficient
for the control of fungal spore release; therefore, the
following should be considered:
• Use floor-to-ceiling barriers that completely enclose
the work area
• Seal windows in areas accommodating patients
assessed as susceptible to minimise ingress of
fungal spores generated by nearby building work
• If vacuum cleaners are used, ensure they have high
efficiency filters on exhausted air
• Use a vacuum cleaner with a HEPA filter to clean
areas daily or more often if necessary
• Transport debris in sealed bags or containers with
tightly fitting lids, or cover debris with a wet sheet
• The removal of debris by chutes is liable to produce
airborne fungal spores. The use and positioning of
chutes should be carefully considered
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• Do not haul debris through patient-care areas but
through an exit restricted to the construction crew
• Commission additional cleaning services during 		
construction projects.
RVT Recommend:
As specialists in dust control we would stress that,
in a healthcare environment, it is imperative to use a
high-efficiency particulate air filter (HEPA) to ensure
that 99.97% of airborne particulate is removed. We
would also highlight that dust migration can only be
avoided by containing the area and using an appropriate
extraction unit to create a negative pressure
environment. You can use a differential pressure gauge
to ensure that negative pressure is maintained and you
can check particulate levels by using a dust monitor.
Contact RVT on 0808 178 3286 for more information
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Selecting Your Dust Control Solutions
Every project is unique and will require a different dust
control solution. Over the next few pages we have
given you some examples of the dust control solutions
available to you, however if you need help to determine
the most effective dust control measures for your
project, please call:
RVT Group on 0808 178 3286
RVT Group will provide a FREE site assessment and a
no-obligation quote for a fully compliant dust control
solution.
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RVT Group Products
Containment
If your activities are considered to be Risk Class 2, 3 or
4, you will need to contain the area. RVT’s Quick Props,
AirLocks and Dust Traps are most suitable for hospital
/ healthcare environments.

Dustex Quick Props
• Quick and easy to install; a 10m screen
can be erected in less than 5 minutes
• Create exactly the length, height
and shape of screen required
• Perfect for suspended ceilings,
vaulted ceilings or angled ceilings
• Rubber non-stick floor and ceiling contact points
ensure stability and reduce risk of marking.

www.rvtgtoup.co.uk
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Dustex AirLock
• Creates an isolation airlock between building work
and surrounding sensitive environments
• 2m wide x 1.5m deep and 2m high
• Partially translucent, fully fire
retardant and quick to install
• Covers can easily be taped to adjacent
walls to create a complete seal.
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Dustex Dust Trap
• At 2.5m2, the Dust Trap is large enough to contain
many on-site cutting and drilling activities
• It can be combined with dust extraction units to
provide a negative pressure and fully control
and filter any dust within the tent
• The Dust-Trap is lightweight, making it
easy to reposition as site work moves
• This unit takes less than 5 minutes to erect.
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Extraction
If your activities are considered to be Risk Class 2, 3
or 4 you will need to consider using an extraction and
filtration unit.

Dustex Raptor
• Incredibly quiet and lightweight, yet very powerful
with airflow of 1000m3/hr
• Three-stage filtration, to HEPA standard
• The compact size makes this unit
ideal for smaller work areas
• This unit comes with a capture hood that
enables the capture of dust at source.
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Dustex DustMaster
• A bigger unit, suitable for larger work spaces,
with airflow of 3,500m3/hr
• Three-stage filtration, to HEPA standard
• Can easily be moved around on its casters
• The capture hood enables the capture of dust at
source while maintaining negative pressures.
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Dustex WandaFiltaPlus
• RVT’s most powerful extraction unit
with an airflow of 5,800m3/hr
• Three-stage filtration, to HEPA standard
• Can easily be moved around on its casters, and 		
maintains high airflow over long duct runs
• This unit comes with a capture hood and a high
power centrifugal fan that enables the capture
of dust at source.
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Monitoring
Once work has begun, you can expect the IPC team to
conduct regular walk round inspections. As a minimum
requirement, HBN 00-09 recommends using settle
plates in protected areas in order to demonstrate
the effectiveness of your dust controls, however you
may wish to consider using a dust monitor that can
take continuous accurate readings throughout the
entire project (spot measurements are not considered
sufficient).

“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it”
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Monitex Dust Monitor
• Accurate measurement of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, or TSP
• Measures and reports data in 1 minute intervals with
user selectable averaging
• Set up in under 10 minutes
• Weatherproof enclosure
• Access real time data via a cloud-based platform.
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The 3 C’s Concept
When it comes to effective dust control, RVT
recommends that you follow the 3 C’s methodology;
Capture - Position the dust extraction unit as close as
possible to the activity to ensure the dust is
captured at source.
Contain – The work area should be contained as
much as possible to prevent dust/fume 		
migrating into surrounding environments.
Control – Negative pressure can be applied to prevent
dust migration further.
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Educational Resources
For more educational resources, please visit:
www.rvtgroup.co.uk
Here you will be able to download the ‘insights and
resources’ - whitepapers, posters, toolbox talks,
best practice articles and more.
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Disclaimer
This document has been produced by RVT Group to help construction
workers understand what dust control measures should be used in the
healthcare environment in order to reduce the risk of infection or health
hazard. This document references Health Building Note 00-09; the best
practice guide for Infection Control in the Built Environment. Extracts
have been copied directly from HBN 00-09 under the terms of the Open
Government Licence. RVT Group have produced this document for guidance
only and it should not be considered a substitute for HBN 00-09.
It remains the responsibility of the contractor to conduct a suitable risk
assessment on each individual project and implement the relevant hazard
control equipment. The contractor should also consult the Infection
Prevention and Control (IPC) team throughout every stage of a capital
project. RVT takes no responsibility for any issues arising from referencing
this document. If you are in any doubt, please refer back to HBN 00-09 as
issued by the Department of Health in 2013 and cross reference it with The
Health and Social Care Act 2008. Links to these documents can be found
online at www.gov.uk.
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